Engineering Bacteria To Recognize And Follow Small Molecules
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Abstract
The ability to recognize and react to specific environmental cues allows bacteria to localize to environments favorable to their survival and growth. Synthetic biologists have begun to exploit the chemosensory pathways that control cell motility to reprogram how bacteria move in response to novel signals. Reprogramming is often accomplished by designing novel protein or RNA parts that respond to specific small molecules not normally recognized by the natural chemosensory pathways. Additionally, cell motility and localization can be coupled to bacterial quorum sensing, potentially allowing consortia of cells to perform complex tasks.

Introduction
Bacteria use a variety of mechanisms to sense and respond to chemical signals in their environment. One of the best-studied sensing mechanisms is the chemotaxis system of *E. coli*, which controls bacterial movement and localization [1,2]. In *E. coli*, there are five transmembrane chemoreceptor proteins that recognize chemical signals such as amino acids and sugars. Ligand binding to chemoreceptors is coupled to a change in cell behavior via a series of cytosolic post-translational modifications involving six proteins (CheA, CheB, CheR, CheW, CheY, and CheZ) [1,2]. These signaling proteins work in concert to regulate the flagellar motor complex, which enables the cell to move up gradients of chemoattractants or down gradients of chemorepellents. The chemotactic response allows each individual in a population to direct its movement toward conditions that are favorable for its survival and growth.

While the chemotaxis response in *E. coli* governs the behavior of an individual cell, in many species of bacteria, cells use chemical signals to communicate with other members of a population. These quorum-sensing systems [3] are particularly interesting to synthetic biologists because they can potentially be engineered to allow heterogeneous populations, containing one or more strains or species of bacteria, to work together to perform complex tasks that a single strain would be unable to achieve on its own.

We will describe recent advances in the fields of protein engineering, RNA engineering, and synthetic biology directed toward reprogramming bacteria to recognize and follow novel small molecules, and in using these bacteria to accomplish specific tasks. Although many of these studies employ *E. coli* as a model system, we anticipate that the lessons learned can be extended to more advanced applications using additional bacterial species and more complex consortia.
Directed evolution to shift chemoreceptor ligand specificity

The first chemoreceptor mutants were discovered during efforts to elucidate the biochemical pathways that underlie *E. coli* chemotaxis [4]. Typically, cells were grown on semi-solid media containing various amino acids or sugars, and mutants that exhibited altered motility phenotypes were isolated and characterized. Cells that displayed altered motility in response to only a subset of chemoattractants were identified as chemoreceptor mutants [5].

Goulian and coworkers recognized that this motility assay could provide a powerful selection method for directing the evolution of endogenous chemoreceptor proteins to recognize new ligands [6]. Specifically, they tested the plasticity of the *E. coli* aspartate chemoreceptor (Tar) by evolving it to recognize new compounds, including cysteic acid, phenylalanine, or *N*-methyl-aspartate. Their motility selections also resulted in a Tar mutant strain that displayed improved chemotaxis toward glutamate and significantly reduced chemotaxis toward aspartate. Building upon this work, Goldberg et al. selected for Tar mutants that performed chemotaxis toward phenylacetic acid (PAA) [7**]. By adding a gene encoding penicillin acylase, an enzyme that hydrolyzes phenylacetyl glycine (PAG) to produce PAA, the authors created cells that could migrate up gradients of PAG. This reprogrammed strain and its use in a simple microbial consortium will be described further later in this review.

A major advantage of engineering the chemoreceptor proteins is that the intracellular signal transduction pathway of Che proteins remains in place, which allows cells to respond to new ligands on the same short time-scales (~200 ms [8]) that wild type cells do. Additionally, phenomena such as adaptation, in which a cell quickly alters its swimming behavior to changes in the concentration of a chemoattractant, but gradually returns to its pre-stimulus value, are presumably maintained in these engineered cells. However, one disadvantage of protein engineering approaches is that they most often involve making subtle changes on an existing protein scaffold, making it difficult to achieve dramatic changes in ligand specificity.

Controlling cell motility and localization with synthetic RNA parts

Topp and Gallivan took an alternate approach to engineering bacterial taxis [9**]. Using a synthetic riboswitch, which is an RNA molecule that controls gene expression in a ligand-dependent fashion absent other protein cofactors [10,11], the authors engineered *E. coli* to follow a gradient of the small molecule theophylline [9**]. Specifically, they used a riboswitch to activate the expression of one of the six *E. coli* Che proteins—CheZ, a phosphatase that regulates the tumbling frequency of *E. coli*. In the absence of ligand, CheZ was not expressed, and the cells tumbled in place, while addition of the ligand resulted in the production of CheZ, allowing the cells to move. The engineered cells displayed a ‘pseudotactic’ response to theophylline, in which the diffusion coefficient of the cells was proportional to the ligand concentration. Because the diffusion coefficient of the cells was greatly reduced in the absence of the ligand, the engineered cells were able to precisely localize to a chemical signal, as migration away from the ligand caused the cells to stop moving.

One advantage of using a synthetic riboswitch to control motility is that molecular recognition is achieved using an RNA aptamer that can be selected in vitro, without the need for a preexisting scaffold. Thus, it is possible to develop riboswitches that recognize ligands that are significantly different in structure than native chemoattractants. Using a motility-based selection [12], Sinha et al. developed a synthetic riboswitch that recognizes atrazine, one of the most heavily used herbicides in the US [13**]. The riboswitch allowed cells to migrate in the presence of atrazine. By adding an atrazine chlorohydrolase gene that leads to atrazine breakdown, the authors engineered cells that could ‘seek and destroy’ this pollutant (Figure 1). However, because the riboswitch operates intracellularly, and atrazine is not particularly cell-permeable, this system only responds to relatively high (>100 μM) concentrations of...
atrazine, even though the aptamer is capable of binding atrazine at much lower concentrations [13**]. Additionally, because synthetic riboswitches activate protein expression, rather than modifying existing proteins, their response times are longer than engineered chemoreceptors. Nevertheless, the ability to engineer synthetic riboswitches to recognize completely novel compounds, and the ability to introduce riboswitches into new organisms with minimal modification [14], are important advantages.

**Manipulating the motility and localization of cells within a consortia**

Many of the systems described thus far involve a single strain of genetically engineered bacteria. However, such populations are typically unstable when transplanted from the laboratory to the field [15]. Outside of the laboratory, mixed bacterial populations (consortia) are far more common, in part because they are more resistant to an array of environmental conditions [16]. Additionally, a consortium of engineered cells may be better suited to accomplish a complex task than any single engineered strain. Key to the creation of a synthetic consortium is the ability to coordinate the behavior of the mixed population of cells, such that members of the consortia can co-localize.

Building upon their previous chemoreceptor engineering work, Goldberg et al. engineered two strains of *E. coli*, each of which migrates toward a chemical signal that can be produced only by its partner strain [7**]. Specifically, the researchers engineered one strain to express the wild-type aspartate chemoreceptor and penicillin acylase, while its partner strain was engineered to express a PAA-responsive mutant chemoreceptor and asparaginase II, an enzyme that hydrolyzes asparagine to aspartate (Figure 2). When plated as homogeneous populations on semi-solid agar, neither strain was motile. However, when the two strains were combined, the consortium possessed all the components needed to migrate up gradients that contain both PAG and asparagine. Because neither strain is motile unless its partner strain and both chemical signals are present, this consortium acts as a Boolean ‘AND’ gate. The ability to engineer consortia that can perform logical tasks will be critical for developing microbial communities that can be safely deployed in the field.

Cirino and coworkers took a different approach to engineering motile cell consortia. They asked whether a ‘sender’ strain of *E. coli* could induce motility in a separate ‘receiver’ *E. coli* strain. The sender strain was engineered to constitutively synthesize an acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) signaling molecule [17*]. The ‘receiver’ strain included the P*lux*/LuxR system from *Vibrio fischeri*, which was used to couple the presence of the AHL signaling molecule to the expression of a protein required for flagellar rotation (MotB). Only when the sender strain was plated close to the receiver strain did the concentrations of AHL rise to sufficient levels to induce motility in the receiver strain. We anticipate that this simple, yet elegant, system can be further elaborated to display more complex functions.

Synthetic consortia can also mimic the behaviors of natural populations, and in doing so, provide excellent model systems to study microbial ecology. Balagaddé et al. engineered a chemically mediated ecosystem consisting of two distinct *E. coli* populations that communicate through an engineered quorum-sensing pathway [18]. This pathway was designed to create a predator-prey relationship between the two populations. The result is a synthetic ecosystem that requires a specific balance to ensure the survival of both predator and prey.

In later studies, Song and colleagues used this synthetic system to analyze how cell motility and long-range diffusion of chemical signals combine to affect the biodiversity of an ecosystem [19*]. The authors seeded predator and prey populations at different distances from one another. They found that when the distances between the predator and prey were either much greater or much less than the diffusion limit of the predator chemical signal (which kills the prey), cell motility was a minor factor in determining biodiversity. However, when the...
populations of predator and prey were seeded slightly beyond the limits of diffusion of the predator chemical signal, decreased motility allowed for greater biodiversity because the prey remained segregated from the predator and both strains were able to survive. This work nicely supplemented earlier studies that focused primarily on the contributions of motility to microbial biodiversity [20,21]. Future studies that employ model systems consisting of reprogrammed cells will continue to improve our understanding of population dynamics and the effects of various environmental conditions on both natural and synthetic bacterial consortia.

**Medicinal applications of engineered bacteria that localize to a specific signal**

Engineering bacteria to recognize specific molecules and respond by performing preprogrammed tasks is still a very new field, but the sophistication of these molecular logic systems is increasing rapidly. As an example, Voigt and coworkers reprogrammed *E. coli* to invade cancer cells depending on the local environment [22**]. By placing a gene that allows for cell invasion, the inv gene, under the control of naturally occurring promoters that respond to conditions such as hypoxia or to cell density, the authors controlled where and when cell invasion occurred. This proof-of-principle can be expanded upon to engineer bacteria that identify and localize to areas of an organism that produce a specific small molecule or protein of interest. One can imagine that additional reprogramming of these bacteria could allow for activation of a signal that indicates when and where the engineered bacteria have found high concentrations of the specific molecule it was designed to seek out.

**Conclusion and Perspective**

A variety of synthetic constructs, such as engineered chemoreceptors and riboswitches, have been combined with naturally-occurring genetic circuits to reprogram bacteria to recognize and follow novel ligands. The additional ability to engineer cell consortia provides new opportunities for encoding complex functions that no single strain would be able to accomplish on its own. However, there are many hurdles that stand between these early laboratory models and systems that can be deployed in the field. Notably, engineered systems tend to be less robust than their natural counterparts. Thus, systems that work well in the carefully controlled environment of a Petri dish may perform unpredictably in a more complex environment, and in some cases, may be outcompeted by native organisms that are already well adapted. Making significant progress in these areas will likely require contributions from disciplines that operate on length-scales ranging from molecules to ecosystems, and many levels in between. As synthetic biology matures as a field, we expect to see clever solutions to these problems that will produce tangible advances in biotechnology and biomedicine.
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Figure 1.
A) The structure of atrazine. B) *E. coli* were engineered to follow atrazine. When cells were plated at the center of a Petri dish containing atrazine, they moved toward the edges of the plate. C) When a gene that allowed the cells to catabolize atrazine was added, the cells formed concentric rings. The dark regions between the rings are areas where atrazine was degraded.
Figure 2.
An engineered cell consortium consisting of two interacting strains that produce a mutually interdependent chemotactic response. The red cell is sensitive to molecules that are produced by the blue cell, and the blue cell is sensitive to compounds produced by the red cell.